
～NEW TRAVEL～ 

Nagoya   Ise shshima& Katsuura  5 Days 
 

★  Mie is blessed with fertile mountains and sea.From sea to mountains, from historic 

culture to modern amusement facilities,Mie has all kinds of attractions for you to 

enjoy! 

★  isited by 10 million worshipers each year, Ise Jingu has been a ‘once-in-a-lifetime 

journey’ for Japanese people since olden times.  

 

★  This rock wall is comprised of approximately two kilometers of steep cliffs which 

are 50 meters high. The raging waves striking the cliffs are certainly exciting and 

memorable! You can take an elevator to underground caves, allowing you to 

experience the dynamic presence of the stormy seas right before your eyes. 

★  This mysterious, natural work of art, featuring a straight line of large and small 

unusually shaped rocks which stretches for around 850 meters, appears to be the 

stakes of a bridge. The fantastic scenery colored by the sunrise is especially 

popular as a photo-taking spot. One legend says that the monk Kobo Daishi 

attempted to build a bridge here. 

★ Hotel Urashima Resort & Spa  

proudly features a cavernous hot spring bath with a wondrous view of the Pacific 

Ocean from its cavern, buffets centered on locally caught tuna, ceremonial Kaiseki 

cuisine made with local produce and catch, and an ideal location as a base camp 

for walking the World Heritage Kumano-kodo Pilgrimage Route. 

★  The white-as-chalk castle tower rises above Mt. Torafusu which is thick with 

greenery and has a stateliness worthy of the dignity of the three houses of the 

Tokugawa clan. Construction began on Wakayama Castle in the 13th year of the 

Tensho Period (1585) under the supervision of Hidenaga, the younger brother of 

Hideyoshi Toyotomi who subjugated Kishu. 

 

 



Day 01  SGN Or HAN NAGOYA(CENTRAIR AIRPORT)／Mie 

Prefecture/    

     TOBA AQUARIUM／Ise shshima 

 

MEAL：Breakfast：XXX  Lunch：XXX  Dinner：Hotel  

Stay：Hotel & Resorts Ise-Shima Or Hotel Shima Spain Mura Or Same Level 

 

 Day 02  Ise ／Ise  Jingu／MIKIMOTO-SHINJUSHIMA／

Onigajo／Katsuura 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel   Lunch：Japanese Style Set Menu Or Same Level 

Dinner：Hotel 



Stay：Hotel  Urashima  Resort &Spa Or Same Level 

 

 

Day 03  Katsuura／Honga-Taisha ／Nachi Waterfall／ 

         Hashigui-iwa Rock／Sandanbeki Cave／Cakayama-Minbe 

 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel     

Lunch：Japanese Style Set Menu   

Dinner：Hotel 

Stay：Hotel & Resorts WAKAYAMA-MINABE Or Same Level 



 

Day 04  Wakayama-Minabee／Wakayama Castle／Fushimi Inari 

Taisha／Nagoya Sun Road Free Time／Nagoya 

 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel 

Lunch：Roast meat buffet Or Shabu Shabu Free Or Same Leve 

Dinner：Convenient for shopping, please take care of yourself 

Stay：CENTRAIR  HOTEL Or Same Level  

 

Day 05  NAGOYA(CENTRAIR AIRPORT)  SGN Or HAN   

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel 

Lunch：XXX 

Dinner：XXX 


